January 23, 1940

Dr, &, M, A, Stine, Viee President
EB, X, da Pont de Nemours and Company
Wilmington, Delaware
Dear Dr, Stine:
We are sarryimg on an attack on the structure of proteins by
various physical and cheaical methods,

Our x-ray studies have so far been

mainly on crystals of axino acids and peptides, and now we are oxtending
them to proteins theaselves and related substances,

Dr, k, 5, Corey, who

was with yekoff at the Rookefeller Institute for Medical Researah before
he samo here, has prepared x-ray photographs of native globular proteins
as well as of some fibrous proteins, and we have reached the conclusion that
the most promising point of attask by x-ray methods would be on very well
oriented fibers,

It is our plan to spin various native proteins from

coagulating baths ao as te obtain fibers of these materials of maximun
orientation for our xeray investigations, and also to apply «a similer
spinning process to synthetics polypeptides of kmown composition,

The spinning

techniques would be similar to those employed in the manufacture of rayon and
other artificial fibers but the charaeteristis: properties of ths individual
proteins would probably require modifications which would be determined by
experiment,

We hope that one of the results would be the correlation between

the physical and chemical properties of these substances and the conditdiens
best suite? to the produstion of highly oricnted fibers,

Our principal goal

is, however, the discovery of the detailed molecular structure of native

proteins,
The solution of our problem will ontall a rather comprehensive
program of work upon the methods and apparatus of spinning and their relation
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to moleevular orientation in « great variety of gubstances,

Our xeray

laboretory ie very wll equipped und the men here, especially Dr, Oorey,
have had wachexperience in the xeray work,

Dr, Corey has suggeated thet

the prosecution of the investigation sould be helped wery much by cooperation
with your laboratory, nd I am writing to you in the hepe thet you would be

interested in assisting with the wrk in some way,

We need on able man who

would devote his attention exelusively te the spinning problem, ould yeu
be interested in providing a post~dectorate fellowship at this Institute
for this purpose?

It would, of sourse, be most aatisfactory is one of the

mon in your laboratory with experience on the problem of spinning fibers
could some here to work with ue in this investigation,
At present there is much activity here in the field of the
structure of proteins,

Dr, Cory is doing xeray work on the proteins then-

selves, four postedootorate fellows (Drs, 5, \%, Hughes, Henri Levy, A, J,

Stesick, and C, S, Lu) are working on the determination of the structures of
peptides ond related substances, Dra, Harrison Davies and J, MN, Wiison are
working on the properties of hemoglobin, and Dr, Oan H, Cempbell is beginning
the synthesis of polypeptides of mown structure under the direstics of
Professor Carl Niemam,

Prefessor Niemann has several chemic:.1 investigations

relating to proteins wider way,
4 decade ago, when you were provi cin, at the Institute a pree
doctorate 2 Pont Fellowship, the work of our d:partment lay almost exclusively
in the field of physical chemistry,

Our activities have now becn greatly

extended along orgenio chemioal linesy the staff includes Professors H, J,

Lucas, Carl Niemann, 4, d. Haagenwimit, and L, Jechmeister, whe is to
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begin residence neat menth, and also Dre, 5, R, Bushee and a3, 5, Koepfls.
+

With this new aetivity in organise chemistry begun here, I have been hoping
that you might think it worth while to again provide a pre-doctorate fellows

ship at this Institute,
I wish to exvend te you my congratulations on your receipt of
the Perkin Medal,

Sineerely yours,

Linus Pauling

LP/jr

